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At age 23, James Frey woke through to a plane to find his front teeth knocked out and his nose
broken. There he was informed he could either stop using or die before he reached age group
24. This is Frey’ He previously no idea where in fact the plane was headed nor any recollection
of the past two weeks. An alcoholic for ten years and a crack addict for three, he examined into
a treatment facility shortly after landing.s acclaimed account of his 6 weeks in rehab.
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Good book with some exceptions This is my second time reading this book. I guess reality made
me feel hopeless. Understanding this wasn't a fairytale but I still needed there to be content
endings for everyone who got help. Given that I’m old it’s much less great as I recall, but it’s still
a prettt good book. Present She was happy A must read The controversy that swirled for this
book was much ado about nothing. In the event that you struggle with addiction, or understand
someone who does, that is an enlightening & Wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow
wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow wow. The suffering he undergoes before he
cleans up is definitely hard to take. The wording is usually brutal, and very accurate to an addict.
I obtain that he’s chaos, but he honestly simply whines too much. I found myself skimming
through sections cause I was sick and tired of hearing him complain. The last half of the reserve
gets much better. He starts obtaining his stuff collectively and his interactions with Lilly and
Leonard are gripping. I would recommend, but I really do believe this reserve will not be for
everyone Absolutely captivating I absolutely loved this publication! If we didn’t join the AA train
,once again, you had been deleted from this program. I also expected a content ending. The 1st
half of the book is sort of hard to get through. I experienced myself rooting for these people to
do well. I thought this publication was excellent and I don't even like to read.The sequel to this
My Friend Leonard is simply as captivating, and heartbreaking. I'll definitely read this again and
again for years to come.@$ immediately. You are allowed an adjustment period, but in the event
that you break furniture then you are deleted from this program. It really is a brutal real-lifestyle
story of a man deeply addicted to multiple alcohol and drugs. and yes, the actual fact that I now
know he lied do play a small element in that. A whole lot of profanity here, it really is a slice of
real life without sugar-coating. I've by no means looked back. Not having any type of drug
addiction myself but I am a mom of a medication addict. After a few pages of description, the
first-person narrative goes into lifestyle in a rehab center with many other recovering addicts
with several mental problems. The ending pages actually list what occurred to several of the
patients once they left rehab. The story does have a content ending about the author, but it's a
miracle he survived the many years of misuse. Once I acquired started, I couldn't put it down.
This book about recovering from drug addiction isn't for the faint-hearted. Dentists CAN give
you anesthesia and your pain killers would be doled out by staff. Good read. Whether it is
entirely honest or not really isn't an issue if you ask me. I'm so pleased James overcame his.
motivating read. Raw and Real tale of recovery from medication addiction. Nevertheless he did
manage to capture a recently recovering addicts teach of thought. It was a good read but
unbelievable. Go into this examine with an open mind. Tough read This wasn't a pleasant read.
The writing design is hard to check out, but i think this is the stage. But at the end of it all, you
just want James and the others to succeed and defeat their addictions. i was their biggest
cheerleader as I was reading. Addiction sucks. A different mindset I respect the reality of seeing
a mind in the throes of addiction. It was almost too extreme for me to learn. This book helped
me to let go of the guilt I've held as if it had been my fault somehow. What he feels as an addict,
and the heartbreak and 100 % pure rage is definitely honest to him! I remembered living it
therefore i got it again. The initial was probably about 13 years ago. The writing was genuine I
possibly could feel the pain but there were no answers just the mind of an addict. I couldn't put it
down only because I needed there to be a happy ending. I needed some glimer of hope and felt
if I kept reading it might be there. I Couldn't Put It Straight down.. Addiction is real. Not every
addict is certainly a crackhead and hooker with daddy problems, it could be anyone! also
considered the finest in the country Having experienced a rehab service, it could have been
obvious that was a function of fiction. I browse this back in 2006. This book transformed me



and I am so grateful. This book changed my life.. I called bulls& I could care less be it 100%
factual or not, it took the unidentified out of rehab and I examined myself in weekly after
reading (in 2005). My partner couldn't put it down. God bless you James Frey. Wow, just wow..
Great Book One of my favorites Great book, great services. I went to a service that catered to
various other doctors and nurses, also regarded the finest in the united states. Book arrived
quickly and was sharp.. It really is a deeply regarding, heartfelt novel of one man’s tragic combat
with addiction. As you examine, you gained’t particularly care what parts of the reserve were true
or exaggerated, it really is a powerful, engaging go through and I recommend. One of the
biggest books One of my favorite books of all time, for many reasons. This book saved my life.
Captivating whether true or not! Even though Oprah proved it wasn't a genuine story, I will not
change my estimation of a well-written publication. I remember all the hype on Opra and how a
few of it was supposedly produced up by the author. Excellent! Easy read. I love that he included
all of the people in rehab with him.. So yeah.
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